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Why Social Comparisons?

§ Problems with “traditional” solutions has spurned 
interest in behaviorally motived policies

§ Popular approach is based upon social comparison 
theory
§ Use actions of similar others to evaluate what is appropriate
§ Provide households information on how their energy use 

compares to like neighbors
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Opower…The Home Energy Report
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Do Social Comparisons Work?

§ Yes…social comparisons cause reductions in monthly 
energy and water use
§ Allcott (2011) finds approximate 1.4 to 3.3% reductions in 

monthly energy use
§ Ferraro and Price (2013) find approximate 4.8% reductions in 

monthly water use

§ Do the effects persist once “treatment” is removed?
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The Bigger Picture…Creating Habits

§ Array of important settings where utility from choices 
today are dependent upon past choices
§ Habits and Addiction
§ Tradition

§ Limited evidence on ability to create new habits or 
break old habits using financial incentives
§ Impacts tend to wane over time
§ Behavior converges towards pre-intervention benchmarks
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Persistence in Habit Formation Literature
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The Basic Motivation…Creating Habits

§ Remarkable exception…Opower’s home energy 
report
§ Approximate 2-3% reductions in monthly use when receiving 

reports
§ Between 60-75% of the original treatment effect persists two 

years after treatment

§ Is the home energy report a silver bullet?
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The Fundamental Challenge…Mechanisms

§ Number of reasons why the effects of the HER are persistent 
§ Habit formation and better “use” of energy by customer
§ Technological change and changes in physical capital of home

§ Our objective…disentangle the two effects to understand 
what drives persistence
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Why Focus on Mechanisms?

§ Positive perspective
§ Understand how best to model social comparisons and derive 

welfare effects
§ Test predictions of models of habit formation and understand how 

habits are formed

§ Normative perspective
§ Allow policy-makers to identify “new” policy instruments and/or 

improve effectiveness of existing policies
§ Refine measures of cost-effectiveness and welfare by accounting for 

persistence/costs of investments
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Our Approach…A Simple Roadmap

§ Conceptual framework
§ Energy is intermediate good that is used to produce goods/services 

in the home
§ Show how receipt of HER impacts energy use…both direct (higher 

“price”) and indirect effects (investments) 

§ Identification strategy…exploit administration of HER
§ Treatment is discontinued when original customer closes account
§ Opower continues to receive information on energy use at premise
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Our Basic Innovation…Isolate Capital

§ Identification strategy…shut down habitual behavior
§ Compare energy use across treated and control homes after 

move
§ Neither customer receives or has received HER…no role for 

habits

§ But…if capital stock is impacted by treatment
§ Expect lower energy use in treated premises after move
§ Sheds light onto mechanisms through which HERs impact use
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The Main Findings…A Quick Preview

§ Receipt of HER leads to an approximate 2.4% reduction 
in monthly energy use
§ Effects fall within range of those observed in Allcott (2011)
§ Effects for households that eventually move are slightly lower 

than those observed for non-movers

§ Customers that move into treated homes use 1 – 1.3% 
less than those that move into control homes
§ Persistence is increasing in exposure to treatment 
§ No evidence that sorting explains persistence
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Conceptual Framework…The Basics
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Conceptual Framework…The Basics
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Conceptual Framework…Post-Move

§ Households inherit capital stock of prior tenant and 
face same shadow price on energy…no HER’s

§ Energy consumption in post-move period
§ Consumption at control homes is unaffected…same price of 

energy and capital stock
§ Consumption at treated homes increases…lower shadow tax

§ But…if HER triggered investment in τ = 1 then should 
see lower use at treated premises
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Conceptual Framework…A Summary
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What Data Do We Observe?

§ Observe data at the premise level
§ Date of first HER
§ Monthly use
§ Unique ID for account holder at premise

§ Neighbor comparison based on use over 12-month 
period
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Variation We Exploit…Movers

§ Administrative quirk…changes in account holder
§ Treatment is discontinued so new tenant does not receive HER
§ Observe date when treatment is discontinued
§ Continue to observe monthly energy use at the premise

§ Our approach…focus on comparison of treated and 
control premises in post-move period
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The Data…A Summary
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Empirical Strategy…DiD
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Empirical Findings…DiD
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Empirical Findings…A Summary

§ Customers receiving HERs use approximately 25 kWh 
less (~2.4%) per month 
§ Turning off two incandescent lightbulbs for 8 hours per day
§ Not using a high-end AC  window unit (1500W) for 16 hours

§ Previously treated homes use approximately 11 kWh 
less per month than previous control homes
§ Suggests that treatment induced investment in new capital
§ Substituting one incandescent with a CFL for 220 hours
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Empirical Findings…A Summary

§ Estimates imply persistence in range of 43 – 55%
§ Allcott and Rogers estimate persistence in range of 60 -75%
§ Calls into question importance of habits

§ But…three main concerns
§ Large reductions in use for all homes in post-move period
§ Analysis ignores heterogeneity across RCTs
§ Alternate explanation…sorting into treated homes
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Robustness Check…Low Use Months

§ Exclusion rules
§ Homes for which post-move average use is two-standards deviations 

below pre-intervention average
§ First six months of post-move period
§ Any post-move month where use is less than 80% of smallest pre-

intervention use
§ Any post-move month where use is less than 200 kWh

§ Estimates on post-move indicator fall by 50 – 85%

§ But…estimate persistence in range of 20 – 40 percent
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Robustness Check…Heterogeneity
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Robustness Check…Heterogeneity
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Robustness Check…Heterogeneity

§ Across all wave-cohorts, estimate persistence of 35%

§ Estimated persistence increase in length of treatment
§ Persistence of  26% for cohorts with less than 1 year of HERs
§ Persistence of 53% for cohorts with more than 1 year of HERs

§ Suggests fundamental difference in how HERs impact 
energy use over short- and long-run
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Robustness Check…Sorting

§ Develop partial equilibrium model of sorting and test 
predictions using proxies for housing market conditions

§ Basic intuition…sort into homes with more capital if price of 
capital is low relative to price of investment

§ Proxies for price of capital
§ Vacancy rates and ability to “price” capital into home value
§ Environmental attitudes and demand for better technology
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Robustness Check…Sorting
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So What…Broader Implications

§ Persistence for cohorts with at least two-years of 
treatment similar to that observed in Allcott and Rogers

§ Calls into question the importance of habits in prior 
work…behavioral policies are not “magic pill”

§ Reassess cost-effectiveness…accounting for investment 
makes program less attractive than other policy options
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Take Away Thoughts

§ Develop a novel identification strategy to indirectly 
estimate capital investments using only energy use

§ Find evidence that moral suasion induces both capital 
investments and behavioral adjustments

§ Results are robust to variety of controls and exclusions
§ Selection into homes with better capital stock
§ Heterogeneity across cohorts
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Take Away Thoughts

§ Positive perspective
§ Rethink how to model moral suasion to include indirect effects 

on capital stock
§ Support prior work showing difficulty in forming habits through 

simple interventions

§ Normative perspective
§ HERs are a less attractive policy option when account for costs of 

investment


